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摘  要 
 




















































The opening up of banking industry and the reform is a relation the national 
economy development important problems, banking development has its own laws, 
and international political, economic environment, the domestic macro economic 
trends, industry cycle, market competition and other factors. Bank income mainly 
depends on what, why in recent years exchequer billow? Bank in different stages of 
the economic cycle and the entity economy difference is very big, is what causes it? 
This article through the bank's 2010 annual financial report, and traces the 
previous year and consult the 2011 quarterly, analysis including safety, liquidity, 
profitability and other important accounting index, research development and the 
potential of industrial bank. At the same time with several with the joint-stock 
commercial banks and similar size banks on financial index contrast, finally to the 
Societe Generale Bank current situation of the conclusion, and the future 
development and reform put forward opinions and suggestions. 
In the final analysis of the banking industry and the industrial bank 
development facing difficulty and challenge, put forward to answer measure, and 
summed up such a view: Bank's success depends on banking supervision, industrial 
and constantly improve the company administration, by practitioners to carve the. 
Banking reform should take into consideration the complexity and strong.Banking 
reform should take into consideration the complexity and strong. At the same time 
suggested Industrial Bank, as a good listed bank, in the annual report of listed on the 
accounting and financial index, the policies and regulations to allow the case, 
whether or not as detailed as possible that part of the reason according to the index, 
prudence and sufficiency principle analysis to illustrate the use of fair value 
accounting policy on enterprise profit combined effects of, and thus contribute to the 
annual report on the user industry situation and their own situation and the prospects 
of judge. 
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